CAMP student **Carlos Peinado** with his Special Merit in Research Award Plaque (right picture)

**Pages 6-9** Awardees and Presenters

*Biological / Life Sciences*

Poster Presenters:

- **Jerad Acosta** - Honorable Mention
- Hugo Aguilar
- **Bridget Guiza** - Honorable Mention
- **Rebekah Klint** - Honorable Mention
- Roberto Nelson
- **Carlos Peinado** - Special Merit in Research Award
- David Villalta
- **Michael Williams** - Honorable Mention

*Physical Sciences / Engineering*

Poster Presenters:

- **Moustapha Adoum**
- Matias Altman
- **Elizabeth Chaddock** - Honorable Mention
- Jeanette Cobian
- Selam Hendrix
- William Holloway
- **Luis Moreno** - Honorable Mention
- **Alfredo Perez** - Special Merit in Research Award
Awardees and Presenters, cont.

Physical Sciences / Engineering

Poster Presenters: Christian Perez - Honorable Mention
Oscar Rios
Dominga Sanchez

Page 9  UC San Diego CAMP Delegation (right picture)

Page 11 CAMP student Carlos Peinado’s Special Merit in Research Award-Winning Abstract for his poster presentation in the Biological/Life Sciences Category

Page 13 CAMP student Selam Hendrix (left picture)
CAMP student Alfredo Perez’s Special Merit in Research Award-Winning Abstract for his poster presentation in the Physical Sciences/Engineering Category

Page 14 Dr. Kalyanansundaram Seshadri (top picture), who served as judge

Pages 16-17 Symposium Judges

Biological / Life Sciences: Stuart Sandin, Ph.D.
Andres Sciolla, M.D.

Physical Sciences / Engineering: Carlos Coimbra, Ph.D.
Truong Nguyen, Ph.D.
Kalyanasundaram Seshadri, Ph.D.

Pages 36-39 CAMP Alumni News: UC San Diego Grad Updates

CAMP Alumna Melissa Sandoval: Enters Ph.D. Program at UC San Francisco
CAMP Alumnus Wisler Charles: Future Academic and Entrepreneur
CAMP Alumnus Dr. Erik Corona: Completes Ph.D. at Stanford University

Wisler Charles continued from page 38
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